THE PRAYER

Words and Music by CAROLE BAYER SAGER and DAVID FOSTER

Italian Lyric by ALBERTO TESTA and TONY RENIS

Slowly, with expression \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{r}} = 72 \)

Verse 1:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{I pray you'll be our eyes,} \\
\text{and watch us where we go,}
\end{align*} \]
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The Prayer

Chorus:

and help us to be wise in times when we don't know.

Let this be our prayer, when we lose our way
The Prayer

Verse 2:

Lead us to a place, guide us with your grace
to a place where we’ll be safe.

I pray we’ll find your light,
and hold it in our

La luce che tu dai,
nel cuore resterà.